Transfer matrix calculations
Calculations of absorbance and reflectance spectra were performed using a Matlab script published by Burkhard et al. 1 . To calculate the field profile, coherent interference in the layers and at their interfaces is calculated for each incident wavelength and for specific layer thicknesses. The refractive index of P3HT used for these simulation was determined by ellipsometry for one P3HT film thickness. An infinite layer of glass was assumed as substrate. 
AFM measurements

Reflection losses in photoluminescence spectra
In order to determine the dependence of the refractive index variation at the film/air interface on the measured photoluminescence spectra we have calculated the efficiency of light outcoupling, using Fresnels formula. For this purpose we use a flat air-P3HT interface and the spectrally dependent refractive index of the polymer (displayed in Figure S3 ) as illustrated in Figure S7 on the top right. Since the polymer luminescence is isotropic in all direction, only a fraction of light can be coupled out, i.e. an angle of incidence that is well below the angle of total reflection. Photoluminescence for P3HT occurs well above 620 nm. Therefore light outcoupling works efficient until the solid angle of approximately /9-/6. For larger angles of incidence, emission either occurs towards the other half-space direction or is totally reflected towards the air interface. More important for the PL spectrum is the fraction of transmitted light for a given angle of detection (angle of refraction). Almost all light is transmitted out of the film and spectral differences are small till 50°. If the PL spectrum is measured under a larger angle closer to the angle of total reflection, stronger influences of spectrally dependent inefficient light out-coupling get more relevant. For angles apart from this limit, the spectral Figure S7 . Calculations of light out-coupling at the polymer/air interface using the geometry shown in the top right corner by using the refractive index n of P3HT; Top left: portion of light that is reflected for a specific wavelength depending on the angle of incidence; left bottom: portion of light that is transmitted/out-coupled at the polymer/air interface for a specific wavelength, depending on the angle of refraction; right bottom: efficiency of transmitted/outcoupled light as a function of wavelength for different angles of refraction.
out-coupling efficiency is not varying significantly (Figure S7 bottom right) . Normalizing the out-coupling efficiency to 800 nm, one detects approximately 8-10 % less photons at 620 nm. Between the 0-0 transition and the 0-1 transition the difference is smaller than 5 %. This effect is neglected in our PL analysis, since it is comparably small and the contribution is the same for all spectra, independent of film thickness.
Photoluminescence measurements
Figures S8 and S9 summarize photoluminescence spectra collected of P3HT films spin-cast on different substrates using varying polymer concentrations in solution. The photoluminescence spectra are normalized to the 0-1 transition, that is insensitive to the nature of aggregation 2 . The absolute film thickness cannot be compared, due to different wetting properties. For this reason, quantitative comparisons shall not be made. Based on the AFM measurements presented above, it is obvious that the spectra are significantly influenced by the surface roughness for thinner films (lighter concentrations). This can be seen in an increase of the 0-0 transition, a slight blue-shift and a broadening of the spectra for thinner films on mesoporous TiO2 and Sb2S3 substrates. 
